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INTRODUCTION

In recent years a number of researchers have investigated search

processes in short term memory using an experimental paradigm developed

by Sternberg (1966), The basic procedure is the following: A subject is

given a small number of items to remember (usually six or less), These

items will be referred to as the "memory set," The items are most often

taken from some larger well-learned set, such as digits or letters, The

subject is then presented with a single test item and must decide as

qUickly as possible whether or not the test item is a member of the

memory set, If he decides the test item matches an item in the memory

set -' he makes a "positive II response; otherwise, a "negativell response ~

The basic dependent variable in such studies is the latency of the sub

ject's response, the error rates generally being quite low, Sternberg

argues that by varying the size of the memory set while holding the

required response constant, operations such as retrieval of items from

memory and comparison with the test item can be separated from operations

involving encoding of the test item and selection of a response, assuming

that these latter operations are independent of the memory set size,

The Sternberg paradigm for memory search suggests an analogous para

digm for the study of visual search processes, By varying the size of a

visual display while holding constant the number of items in memory,

visual search can be investigated in the same manner as memory search,

It should be noted at this time that the term visual search as used here

refers to processes taking place during a single fixation of the eye

rather than to those search processes explored by Neisser (1963), While
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the two types of search no doubt have much in common, they cannot be

considered identical.

A number of investigators (Sternberg, 1967; Nickerson, 1966; Briggs

& Blaha, 1969) have elaborated on the basic Sternberg procedure by vary

ing not only the size of the positive set but also the number of test

items presented on each trial. However, all of these experiments were

concerned primarily with memory search; conclusions drawn about visual

search were based upon indirect evidence and were complicated by high

error rates in a number of the experimental conditions. Those investi

gators who were interested primarily in visual search used paradigms in

which some measure of accuracy was the main dependent variable (e.g.,

Sperling, 1960; Averbach & Coriell, 1961; Estes & Taylor, 1964; Erikson

& Lappin, 1967). While these studies provided valuable data concerning

the amount of information available to a subject in a single fixation,

any conclusions about the details of the search process are tentative at

best. There are a couple of reasons for this. One is that in drawing

conclusions from accuracy data, some assumptions must be made concerning

guessing strategies used by subjects. This in turn usually entails

assumptions about the search process itself. Unfortunately, it is often

the case that these latter assumptions are not stated explicitly. Another

reasons, as argued by Sternberg (1967), is that in using accuracy measures,

what is essentially being looked at is the expected nuw~er of items pro

cessed in some fixed time period. It can be shown that even if one

assumes that individual items are scanned serially and that the processing

times for separate items are independent, the expected number of items

processed depends not only on the mean processing time for each item but
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but also on the form of the processing time distribution for each item.

Under .the same assumptions, the expected time to process a fixed number

of items depends only on the means of the individual processing time

distributions.

In attempting to draw conclusions about the processing of visual

information from response latency data in visual search tasks, it is

necessary to consider a number of questions. First, can any general

statement be made as to the processes involved in such search tasks?

It is clear that in some way information must be extracted from the

visual display and that this information, together with information con

tained i.n memory, must be used to determine selection of the appropriate

response for any given trial. Thus, when it is said that an item in the

visual display is "processed," this may refer to some type of template

~atching, to encoding of an item as a feature list, to comparison of an

encoded item with an item in memory, or to some combination of such

processes.

Given the large number of ways in which the visual display might be

processed, do existing data allow one to eliminate any of the conceiv

able schemes? It is an almost universal finding .in visual search tasks

that the increase in response latency with increasing display size is

roughly linear (e.g., Sternberg, 1967; Nickerson, 1966; Atkinson, Holmgren

&Juola, 1969; Chase, 1965). This finding has been taken as evidence

that processing is serial rathe, than parallel, i.e., items are processed

sequentially rather than simultaneously. However, Atkinson et aL (1969)

present a parallel model that predicts the observed linearity. Theirs

is one of a class of parallel models in which the rate of p,ocessing
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for individual items is a function of display size. Any parallel model

which is not a member of this class cannot predict linearity and may

therefore be eliminated from consideration (Hartley & David, 1954).

A second finding common to a number of studies and most clearly

shown by Atkinson et al (1969), is that when the memory set contains

only one item, latencies for positive and negative responses show the

same rate of increase with increasing display size. The simplest inter

pretation of this result is that processing is "exhau"tlve," Le., on

both positive and negative trial" every item in the display is compared

to the memory item. This is in contrast to "self-terminating" process

ing, in which on positive trials processing terminates as soon as a match

is detected between the memory item and an item in the display. In using

the .terms "exhaustive" and "self-terminating" in the above sense, it is

being assumed that the increase in response latency with increasing dis

play size is due, at least in part, to an increase in the duration of

a processing stage involving comparisons between the display items and

the item in memory (e.g., Sternberg, 1967; Chase, 1965). It is possible,

however, that the increase in latency is due to an increase in the time

taken to extract information from the display, and not to an increase in

the duration of some subsequent comparison process. The following study

indicates that processing does involve a comparison operation and that

the duration of this operation is a function of the display size.

Using five-item displays and a single-item memory set, Juola, Holmgren,

and Atkinson (unpublished) varied the number of times an item was repeated

in a display. Each display contained either five different consonants,

four consonants with one appearing twice, or three consonants with one
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appea~ing th~ee times. The ~edupdant item on a positive t~ial was not

necessa~ily the memory item. They found that on positive t~ials, ~esponse

latency dec~eased}Ila~kedly as the ~edundancy of the memory item inc~eased,

but showed p~actically no dec~ease as ~edundancy inc~eased in othe~ items.

Also, on negative t~ials ~edundancy had compa~atively little effect on

latencies. While a final inte~p~etation of this expe~iment is still

fo~thcoming, it is almost ce~tain that any account of the data must inc

elude the assumption that the sea~ch involves some type of self-te~minating

compa~ison p~ocess. The only diffe~ence between positive t~ials with the

memory item ~edundant and those with an equal amount of ~edundancy in

some othe~ item is that in the fo~e~ case, the ~edundant item matches

the item in memory while in the latte~ it does not. In allothe~ ~espects

the two types of t~ials a~e identical. It is the~efo~e ~easonable to as

sume that the obse~ved diffe~ences in latencies on the two types of trials

a~e caused by diffe~ences in the times taken to detect a match between

the memory item and an item in the display. In othe~ wo~ds, by whateve~

method display items a~e compa~ed to the memo~y item, all display items

do not complete the compa~ison p~ocess simultaneously. This st~ongly

suggests that the total compa~ison time is a function of display .size.

While exhaustive p~ocessingis a well established ~esult when the

memory .set contains only one item and the~e a~e no redundant items in

the display, the~e is a good deal of evidence that positive and negative

latency functions do. not have the same slope when la~ge~ memory sets a~e

used. This ~esult is found in tasks whe~e the subject is inst~cted to

give a positive response if any element in the display matches any element

inmemQry (Sternberg, :L967; Nickerson, 1966; Brie;gs & Blaha, 1969).
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Sternberg argues that this finding is the result of self-terminating pro

cessing with respect to items in the visual display. He believes that'

each display item, in turn, is compared with all of the items in memory.

On positive trials, a positive response is initiated following that

exhaustive scan of memory which produces a match. However, the evidence

in support of Sternberg I s view of the process is not conclusive ,partic

ularly in view of the Atkinson ~ al (1969) results. These studies do

not rule out the possibility that when both memory and the display contain

more than one item, processing is self-terminating in the memory set

rather than in the display. It should also be mentioned that Briggs ~nd

Blaha (1969) are of the opinion that the observed differences between

positive and negative slopes are caused by subjects repeating the com

parison process on negative trials rather than self-terminating on

positive trials.

A fourth finding of interest, contained in a study by Chase (1965),

concerns the effects of auditory and visual confusability on processing

rates. His subjects were run in three types of tasks: memory search

(the basic Sternberg task), visual search (the basic Atkinson ~ al task)

and what Chase called visual comparison. In the latter task, subjects

had to determine whether or not a letter which appeared at the fixation

point in a visual display matched any of the surrounding letters. In

all tasks, the set to be searched contained one, two, or four letters.

For each of the tasks, the set of search letters and the test item were

all taken from one of three eight-letter sets. These latter sets con

sisted of letters which were visually confusable, acoustically confusable,

or neither. Chase found that for memory and visual search, neither type
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of confusability significantly slowed the rate of processing. ~he impli

oation of Chase's study is that, for both visual and memory search, the

comparisons carried out between the test item and items in the set to be

searched are based upon neither auditory information alone nor visual

information alone. Visual comparison, on the other hand, appears to be

dependent on visual characteristics of the display.

A study of Sternberg's (1967) lends support to Chase's conclusions.

In a memory search task, the test item was presented either alone or

masked by visual noise. When response latencies Were plotted as a func

tion of the size of the memory set, visual noise was found to have a

large effect on the intercept of the best-fitting linear function, but

only ,a slight effect on the slope. This latter effect disappeared on

the second day of the two-day study. As Sternberg argues, if no encoding

at all was done before the test item was compared to items in memory,

then masking should not affect the intercept of the latency function,

but probably would have some effect on the duration of the comparison

phase of processing. At the other extreme~ if the test item was completely

identified and the name of the test item was compared to the names of the

memory items, then it would probably take longer to encode, a masked item,

but once encoded, comparison should proceed at ,the same rate as for test

items which were not masked. The fact that the results fell between

these two extremes was taken by Sternberg to mean that some encoding was

done, but the test item was not completely identified.

Thus, on the basis of the small number of studies that have employed

response latency measures in a visual search task, a few basic conclusions

c1;lnbe drawn. The search process appears to involve at least two separ1;lte
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operations. The first is an encoding of items in the display into some

kind of abstracted representation, neither entirely auditory nor entirely

visual. The second is a comparison of the encoded items with items in

memory. In view of the linear trend in response latencies with increasing

display size, there is little doubt that at least one of these two oper

ations is either a serial process or a member of the particular class of

parallel processes mentioned earlier. Finally, processing is exhaustive

when either memory or the display contains one item and there is no re

dundancy in the display, but otherwise it appears that subjects might

employ some type of self-terminating scan.

The above summary leaves a number of important questions unanswered.

Are both encoding and comparison a function of display size? If "0, then

how do the two operations interact; are all items encoded before any com

parisons take place, or do some items begin comparison before others have

completed encoding? How much control do subjects exercise over either

of the operations involved in processing? How are encoding .and comparison

affected by the decision required by subjects in different search tasks?

The studies to be reported below help to answer these and other related

questions about visual search.

The four tasks to be described were chosen with two purposes in mind.

First, it was hoped that some answers would be found to the above ques

tions. Second, the studies provide a closer link with other methods of

examining visual search. As mentioned earlier, most studies involving

visual search differ from those discussed above in that they have used

some measure of response accuracy as the main dependent variable. They

al"o differ, however, in the nature of the tasks employed and in some
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of th~questions they were designed to answer. Those search tasks in

vest.igating response latency have used the yes-no paradigm exclusively,

while to the best of this author's knowledge, the yes-no task has not

been used in visual search with the probability of a correct response as

the dependent variable . Accuracy measures have been used mainly with

the forced-choice detection paradigm (e.g., Estes & Taylor, 1965; Townsend,

1966) or the report procedure (e.g., Sperling, 1960; Erikson & Lappin,

1967). In using these two techniques to draw inferences about underlying

Processes, investigators had to make certain assumptions about the search

process that were not directly testable. Elf examining response latency

data in error-free versions of these tasks ,a new source of information

is made available which allows testing of some of these assumptions.

In the first study of this series, visual search is investigated

using a two-alternative forced-choice task, while in the second study,

a negative response is added as a third alternative. The third and

fourth studies employ two variations of a yes-no task in which a visual

cue is present in the display. The cue is of the type used by Averbach

and Coriell (1961) with the report procedure and consists of a marker

above one of the items in the display. SUbjects can obtain all of the

information necessary for a correct response by processing only the marked

letter.

The basic question in the first two studies concerns the extent to

which the rate of processing in these tasks will be lower than in the

simple yes-no task. Subjects can convert the forc~d-choice task into a

yes-no situation by searching for only one of the two alternative items.

If they do not find that item they need not search for the other item
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since, by elimination, it must be in the display. Thus, if the rate of

processing in the forced-choice task differs significantly from the yes

no case, it can be concluded that the two tasks are not equivalent.

However, only an upper bound on the processing rate can be obtained in

the forced-choice study. This is due to the fact that the study offers

no reliable way to determine whether subjects are employing some type

of self-terminating scan. The following study remedies this situation.

The second experiment, in which a negative response is added to the

two alternatives of the forced-choice task, cannot be converted into a

yes-no task. Since it may be the case that neither of the two possible

items is in the display, subjects must search for both of them. The

rate of processing can be estimated by looking at negative responses as

a function of display size. By comparing latencies of negative responses

to those for the two other responses, the amount of self-termination can

be determined. Finally, by comparing latencies of the two forced-choice

responses to those of the corresponding responses in the three-choice

task, one can determine whether or not there is more se.lf-termination

in the first study than in the second.

The second pair of studies is, in a sense, the complement of the

first pair. The basic question here concerns the extent to which the

rate of processing is higher than in the simple yes-no case. As in the

forced-choice study, subjects can treat the first of the two marker

studies like the basic yes-no task. To accomplish this, they need simply

ignore the marker altogether. The second marker study requires subjects

to attend to the marker. This is due to the fact that information ob

tained from the marked item may conflict with that obtained from other
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items. If it is found that the marker has no effect in the first of the

two studies, the second experiment should show if this is because sub

jects. are unable to use the marker effectively, or because they simply

are not trying to minimize processing time. The second study will also

show to what extent subjects process unmarked items.
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EXPERIMENT I

Estes and Taylor (1964) used a two-alternative forced-choice search

tas\< to study the "span of apprehension" for a briefly presented visual

display. Using a simple model, they were able to estimate the average

number of letters in the display that were processed by subjects. Their

estimates of this number were much larger than those obtained through

the report procedure (e.g., Sperling, 1960). Estes and Taylor argued

that in the report procedure, memory places an upper limit on the number

of letters correctly reported. Thus, while a subject may have identified

a large number of items in a display and placed them in some type of

short-term memory, by the time the first few items have been reported,

the remaining items have been lost from the short-term store. The

forced-choice procedure eliminates memory as a factor by requiring the

subject to report only which of two possible letters appeared in the

display. Estes and Taylor assumed that in the forced-choice task each

letter was processed to the point of complete identification, just as in

the report procedure. If, however, the degree of processing necessary

to identify an item is greater than that required to determine whether

it is one of two possible letters, then the number of letters processed

in the report and fo~ced_choice procedures could not be considered

equivalent.

In yes-no search tasks, latency data indicate that complete identi

fication does not take place. Some of this evidence was presented above

in discussing the studies of Sternberg (1967) and Chase (1965). AlSO,

Neisser (1963) quotes subjects in his search task as reporting that the
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item for which they are searching "jumps out at them" and that the other

letters appear as only a blur.' Wh:UeNeisser's research task differs in

many ways from the ye,,-no procedure considered here, this author has

obtained similar reports from subjects in the latter type of task.

If complete identification does take place in forced-choice but not

in yes-no tasks, then the rate of info~mation processing in the former

should be lower than in the latter. Elf looking at response latencies in

the forced-choice equivalent of ayes-no task, one can get some idea of

the comparability, of processing rates in the two situations. It is not

possible, however, to get a direct estimate of the processing rate in a

forced-choice task. On negative trials in a yes-no task, subjects are

required to compare the memory item to all items in the display. Thus,

the processing time per item can be obtained from the slope of the func

tion relating negative response latencies to display size. In a forced

choice task, on neither of the two types of trials is a subject required

to compare all items in the display with all items in memory; therefore,

in order to estimate the processing rate, it is necessary to know the

expected number of COmParisons per trial. Since this cannot be unequiv

ocally determined without the use of negative trials, it is necessary to

run a second study wit4 such trials added in order to obtain an estimate

of the processing rate in the forced-choice task.

The forced-choice task to be reported here differs from that used

by Estes and Taylor in one fundamental way. The memory set remained

constant throughout their experiment. On every trial, subjects deter

mined whether a B or an F appeared in the display. In this study,

subjects are given a new pair of memory letters on each trial. This
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METHOD

Subjects. The subjects were five female Stanford undergraduates

obtained through the student employment bureau. They all had normal

(corrected) vision and none of them wore contact lenses. They each re

ceived $1.75 for each of the nine sessions in this study.

Apparatus. Visual displays were presented to subjects by means of

an automated two-field tachistoscope built by Iconix, Inc. The display

terminus of the apparatus was a wooden box 5 ft 7 in. long, 4 ft 1 in.

wide, and 1 ft 4 in. high, on four 8 in. legs. The box rested on a 30

in. high table in a soundproofed, air-conditioned room. At each of the

two ends of this box was a subject station, only one of wh~ch was used

for this series of studies. This subject station consisted of a display

panel and a response panel. The display panel, 8 in. w~de and 1 ft

2-114 in. high, was recessed 10 ~n. into the box. The sides, top and

bottom of the recess were painted flat black. At the bottom of the dis

play panel were mounted two lEE Binaview units, each with a face 1-3/4 in.

wide and 2-114 in. high on which could be presented anyone of a full set

of alphanumeric characters. Above these two units was mounted a ground

glass rear-projection screen, 8 in. wide and 6-3/4 in. high. Behind the

screen was a black metal plate bearing six small colored lights and a
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large circular aperture, none of which were visible unless illuminated.

The response panel consisted of a 13-l/2in. by 15 in. board on which were

mounted three Johnson code transmitting keys. The keys were arranged in

an arc extending from nine o'clock to twelve o'clock. Wooden blocks

affixed to the four corners of the response panel raised it l/2 in. above

the 30 in. high table on which it rested. Figure 1 shows the arrange

ment of the display and response panels.

Displays were projected onto the ground-glass screen through the

large circular aperture, providing an illuminated area 2-l/16 in. in

diameter. Stimuli were displayed by means of a Spindler and Sauppe

model SLX-750 random access slide projector modified for use with a

special light source (Sylvania glow modulator, #R1l31C). The g'low mod

ulator had a 0.05 ms rise time and a 0.025 ms decay time. A second

projector, optically identical to the first but holding a single slide,

served to illuminate the screen between stimulus exposures.

The control system of the apparatus was located in a room visually

and acoustically isolated from the SUbject's room. On each trial of the

experiment, information was read from punched paper tape into a program

storage buffer. This information consisted of the trial number, the

binaview letters and stimulus slide to be shown and the feedback alter

native. A Teletype BRPE high-speed mechanical reader was used for the

read-in. Completion of the read-in caused a master timer to be started.

This timer, through proper wiring of the system logic, controlled the

temporal sequence of events for each trial. The sUbject's response and

latency for each trial were stored temporarily in a response buffer.

The components for timing, logic and information storage were built by
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Display Panel

Response Ponel

Figure 1. Configurations of Display and Response Panels for
Experiment 1.
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Iconix, Inc. Following the subject I s response, the information contained

in the program and response buffers was both punched on paper tape and

printed out by a ~eletype Model 33 unit.

Stimuli. ~hestimulus materials for this study were 95 slides, each

consisting of a horizontal row.of from one to five consonants plus two

dollar signs. The dollar signs were the first and last symbolS in the

row and were included so that all letters in a display would be flanked

on both sides by some symbol. Twenty slides were prepared for each of

the five display sizes, Consonants. appearing in a display were selected

at random with the restrictions that no letter could appear more than

once in a display and at every disp1ay each consonant h;3.d to. appear ex

actlyonce in every possible display location. Due to the limited

capacity of the slide projector, . one slide had to be eliminated from

each of the five display sizes. The five slides were picked randomly

with the restriction tilat no letter appeared more than once in the five

eliminated slides.

In preparing the slides, the symbols were first typed in a single

spaced row on 4 in. by 8 in. cards using an IBM Executive Registry

electric typewriter. The cards were then photographed and the resulting

positive transparencies were sealed in 35 mm slide mounts. When pro

jected, the displays were 3/16 in. high and varied in length from 3/8 in.

for single-letter displays to 7/8 in. for five-letter displays. At a

viewing distance of about 2 ft, this provided a visual angle of approxi

mately 2.1 dgr. for five-letter displays.

Procedure. Each of the 240 trials in a session consisted of the

following sequence of events:
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1. ExactlY.5 sec. after the beginning of'the trial, a ~air of con

sonants a~pearedonthe two binaview units for 2 sec.

2. Following the offset of the binaviews and while holding down:

the center of the three keys, the subject~ressed a button held

in her left hand in order to turn on a display.

3, ExactlY.5 sec. after the subject pressed the buttql1' a display

containing from one to five ,consonants in the circular aperture

18
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a~peared 'for 400 ms. One and only one of the two binaview let

ters a~peared in the dis~lay. Simultaneous with the onset of

the dis~lay) two latency counters were started.

~he subject was required to respond within 2 sec. of the dis~lay

onset. The subject was instructed to hii; the left res~onse key

if the left binaview letter was present in the display, or the

right res~onse key if the right binaview letter was in the dis

play. The release of the center key stopped one of the latency

counters, while hitting either of the other keys stopped the

second counter. The center key was, held down and res~onses

were made with the ;right forefinger of the right hand.

Following the 2 sec. res~onse interval, one of three feedback

lights came on. A green light indicated a cor;rect response,

red indicated an error and white indicated no ;response wii;hin

the allbttedtime. The three lights used were located in a

cqlumn directly above the circular aperture. The feedback

light remained on for 2 sec., following which the next trial

began. The total dUration of a trial was 7 sec, plus the time

f;rom the offset of the binaviews i;othe, button, p;r?SS by the

subject.



The projeotorwhioh. illuminated the soreen between stimulus expo

sures oontaineda slide with four dots arranged in a reotangle. When

projeoted, this reotangle measured 7/8 in. by L/2 in. The display always

appeared oentered within this rectangle. The brightness of the pre7 and

post-exposure field was 6.6 f~L as measured by a Maobeth illuminometer;

the display brightness was 7.4 f~L.

Of the pair of oonsonants shown at the beginning ofeaoh trial, one

was ohosen randomly from the set of letters not appearing in the subse

quent display; the other was ohosen randomly from the set of displayed

oonsonants, subjeot to the restriotion that within eaoh display size,

eaoh serial position was tested equally often during the session. The

binaview letter appearing in the display was ptesented on the left or

right:binaview with equal probability. The slide shownon·a trial was

seleoted aooording to a random sohedule, with the restriotions that eaoh

display size was presented equally often during eaoh session, no slide

oould be presented twioe in suooession and each slide selected was no

more than five slide positions beyond the previously shown slide. The

randomization of slides and binaview letters was accomplished with a

PDP-l computer which output the information for each trial on punched

paper tape. Each subject received a new randomization for each session

of the experiment.

Each session consisted of ten warmup trials followed by 240 data

trials. Subjects received a short break (about 3 min.) midway through

the session. Each subject ran for nine sessions, either one or two

sessions a day, with at least one hour between consecutive sessions.
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Instructions to the subject before the first session were given

verbally and consisted essentially of a description of the five trial

events described above. In addition, it was emphasized both during the

initial instruction period and at the beginning of each subsequent ses

sion that subjects should respond as fast as possible while making as

few errors as possible. Subjects were told that after the first session,

which was a practice period intended to familiarize them with the task,

they should try to make fewer than twelve errors per session.

RESULTS

Before presenting the data, it is necessary to introduce SOme ter

minology. The time from. the onset of the display to the release of the

center key by.the subject will be referred to as the "release latency."

The time from the onset of the display to the hitting of either response

key will be called the "terminal latency." The binaview letter which

appears in the display on a given trial will be called the "critical

letter" for that trial. Trials on which the letter on the left binaview

appears in the subsequent display will be referred to as "left-cricital"

trials; "right-critical" will refer to the remaining trials.

Figure 2 shows both release and terminal latencies for left-critical

and right-critical trials as a function of display size. The data rep

resent the average of the individual subject means for pairs of successive

sessions, excluding the practice session. These and all subsequent

latency data include only those trials on which subjects responded cor

rectly within the allotted time. As can be seen in Figure 2, there is

a relatively large decrease in mean latency from the first pair of
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sessions to the second, whereas the decrease is rather slight over the

remaining sessions. It appears that most of the decrease due to practice

took place during the first three days of the study. On the basis of

this data, it was decided to restrict all further analyses to the last

six days of the experiment.

It was emphasized in the initial instructions that subjects should

try to make fewer than 5 percent errors throughout the eight data sessions

of the experiment. Error rates for left-critical and right-critical

trials at each of the five display sizes are given in Table 1 for each

of the five subjects. With the exception of Subject 1 at the higher dis-

play sizes, error rates were under 5 percent.

Figure 3 shows release and terminal latencies as a function of dis-

play size for each of the five subjects. The data are grouped over Days

4 through 9,. the number of observations per point averaging 141. The

variance associated with each point on the individual curves was averaged

over subjects and is presented in Table 2. The sets of curves for in-

dividuals were averaged over all subjects and the average curves are shown

in Figure 4.. Also shown in Figure 4 are serial position curves for left-

critical and right-critical trials. These curves represent response

times for each display size as a function of the location of the critical

letter in the display. Note that for right-critical trials, the serial

position curves have been alighed on the right rather than the left.

Using the method of least-squares, a best-fitting linear function

was found for each of the curves in Figure 3. The slopes and intercepts

of these fits are given in Table 3, along with those for the subject

averages, Also shown for each curve is the percentage of variance in
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Table 1

Individual Error Rates as a Function of Display Size for

Left-Critical (L) and Right-Critical(R) Trials

"

Display .Size •

1 2 3 4 5

L .000 .036 .030 .066 .101
1

R .007 .000 ..•.... 008 .039 .050

L .000 .021 .015 .022 .042
2

R .014 .000 .007 .015 .007
OJ

,016+' L .000 .015 .032 .035
"OJ 3.,..,
"" R .007 .014 .008 .015 .043
i6 . I··· . ..•• 034L .000 .001 .000 .001

4 .

I
R .000 .014 .•..... .. .007 .013 .047

.000 ... 014 .007
.

.007 .038
51< .

R .000 .007 .015 . .014 .015

L .000 .019 .014 .027 .050
Averages

R .006 .007 .009 .019 .032
. .
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Table 2

The Average of the Individual V~riances (in thousands)

for each Display Size and Type of Trial

(Exp •. I)

Display size
• • •. o.

1 2 3 4 5

left.critical 5.5 15·7 23·9 31.9 59·8
teJ;'Illinal

right-critical 7·1 15.4 24.8 . 34.4 43·6

o left-critical 4.1 8.3 15·0 24.0 44.2

release.

rigl)t-critical 3.9 10.2 16.7 23·2 30·3
..

...
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Table 3

Slopes (s), Intercepts (i), and Percent of Variance (%)
Accounted for by Best-Fitting Linear Functions

(Exp. I)

Terminal Release

left- right- left" rightc
critical critical critical critical

s 33.6 39·0 27·2 30.4

1 i 404 408 312 315

% 93.1 99·4 90·7 97 ·9

s 40.5 47.0 31.0 35·1

2 i 487 493 400 420

% 96.9 97·3 98.1 98.7

s 83.4 78.8 83.8 77 .4
Ul
+'

" 3 i 384 433 318 384(j)
Or;)

,Q

Ol % 98.3 97 ·7 97·7 98.1

s 65.5 58.6 64.5 57.7

4 i 496 581 405 478

% 98.9 94.7 99·2 95.6

s 49·0 47·6 21.6 18.9

5 i 466 513 393 368

% 96·7 92.2 97 .0 93.0

s 54.1 54•1 45.8 43·9

Averages i 448 485 360 398

% 98.7 98.8 99.8 99·3
. .
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the points accounted for by the linear function. Clearly, the curves

are well fit by a straight line.

It is clear from Figure 3 and Table 3 that the latencies of all

subjects show the same general trend with increasing display size. La

tencies of ~eft-critical trials are generally faster than those of right

critical trials. Latencies for both trial types increase in a roughly

linear manner and the curves for the two trial types are parallel. With

the exception of SUbject 5, there appear to be no substantive differences

between release and terminal data. While subjects were instructed not

to release the center key until they had determined which of the two'

memory letters was in the display, they were in no way penalized for

premature releases. Therefore the large difference between release and

terminal slopes for Subject 5 is probably the result ofa failure to

obey this instruction.

Of particular interest are the serial position curves in Figure 4.

Although they are somewhat erratic, it is clear that the curves for left

critical trials show a distinct left-to-right increase, while the right

critical curves show a less marked right-to-left increase. The implications

of ~his finding will be discussed below.

DISCUSSION

Perhaps the most surprising finding in this first study is the low

rate of processing indicated by the slopes of the response latency func

tions. This study was run under exactly the same condition, using the

same stimuli and apparatus as was the Atkinson, Holmgren and Juola study.

The only difference in the studies was that theirs: was a yes-no task
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while this is forced-choice. Yet the slope of their average positive

terminal l<ttency function was less than 24 InS, while the two average

terminal curves here have slopes of about 54 ms. A t-test shows that

the difference between these slopes from the two studies is significant

at the .001 level.

The simplest way of explaining the large slopes found here is to

assume that on all trials both letters in memory are compared with every

letter in the display. This would be twice the number of comparisons

required by a yes-no task, thereby doubling the slopes of the latency

functions. The problem then becomes explaining the serial position curves.

Under the as.sumption.. that any trends in.the serial position curves are

caused by underlying trends in the duration of processing, exhaustive

processing implies that all serial position curves should be flat. If,

however, subjects were Self-terminating in the display, and the order in

which items completed processing was consistent from trial to trial, then

the serial position curves shoUld reflect their processing order. The

very definite trend in the serial position curves obtained in this study,

particularly those for left-critical trials indicates that processing

may be self-terminating, with a strong tendency to proceed from left-to

right when· thele ft binaview letter is being compared to the display and

a weaker right-to-left tendency when the other alternative is compared.

However, the marked differences· between left_critical and right-critical

curves suggest the following alternative explanation of the data.

It is a well established finding that choice reaction time is a

function of the compatability between a stimulus and its associated re

sponse (Smith, 1968), ?erhaps in this taSk it is compatability that is
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varying with serial position rather thanproQessing time. After the sub

ject has determined which of the two binaviewletters appeared in the

display, she must select the response associated with that letter. This

association in turn is determined by the binaview on which the critical

letter appeared. When the position of the critical letter in the display

conflicts with its position on the binaviews, this may slow selection of

the response. Indeed, most subjects reported that such conflicts did

make selection of the appropriate response more difficult. While such

stimulus-response incompatability would produce the type of serial posi

tion curve observed in this study, it is not clear how the slope of the

function relating latency to display size would be affected. It is pos

sible that the effect of incompatability on response selection cancels

out when averaged across serial position.

Even if the compatability hypothesis is correct and processing is

exhaustive in the display, it still may be. self-terminating with respect

to the two items in memory. Subjects need compare only one of the two

letters with those in the display in order to determine the correct

response.

Before any definite interpretations of this data can be made, it

is necessary to determine whether or not processing is self-terminating

in either the display or the two-item memory set. Evidence concerning

this point is obtained in the next study.
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EXPERIMENT II

EW adding a negative response to the two responses of the previous

study, a good estimate of the processing rate can be obtained. If it is

assumed that the average rate in this study is approximately equal to

that in the forced-choice task, it is then possible to determine the

degree of self-termination in the first stUdy. It is not necessary,

however, to make this assumption in order to draw conclusions about the

forced-choice data from this three-choice task. Even if the rates of

processing are not the same in the two studies, it is reasonable to as

sume that the amount of self-termination will be equal to or less than

that in the forced-choice task. Therefore, this study provides a lower

limit on the degree of self-termination, which in turn establishes an

upper limit on the forced-choice processing rate.

If self-termination is found in this study, it should be possible

to determine whether it is in the memory set or in the display. Con

sideration of a few simple models will make this clear. Assume for the

moment that the comparison of memory items with those in the display is

the only operation whose duration is a function of display size. Let

C represent the expected comparison time per item, and m the expected

duration of all other operations combined, such ap encoding, response

selection, and response execution. Under this assumption, the expected

latency on a negative trial for all models to be considered here equals

2dc + m. The expected latency on either left-critical or right-critical

trials (hereafter referred to jointly as "positive trials") depends on

the partiCUlar assumption made concerning self-termination. Four dif

ferent assumptions are examined below.
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If on positive trials items in the display are successively compared

with the two memory items, with comparison terminating after the critical

letter has been compared with the memory set, then the expected number

of comparisons per trial is ~ + 1. Therefore, the expected latency on

positive trials equals dc + c + m. Thus, when mean latency is plotted

as a function of display size for positive and negative trials, the two

positive functions should have half the slope of the negative curve.

This is the model that Sternberg (1967) felt provided the best explana

tion of his data.

In the second model to be considered, the comparison process is as

sumed to be exhaustive in the display but self-terminating in memory.

One of the two memory items is compared with all letters in the display,

after which the subject responds if a match was detected. If there was

no match, then the same process is repeated with the second item. The

expected number of comparisons for a given type of positive trial depends

on the proportion of times the critical letter is the first item compared

with those in the display. If, for instance, subjects always go through

the comparison process with the left binaview letter before the right,

then the expected number of comparisons on left-critical trials equals

~, while for right-critical trials it equals 2d. Therefore, letting

g equal the proportion of trials on which the left binaview letter is

chosen first, the expected latency for left-critical trials is d(2-p)c + m,

and for right-critical trials is d(l+p)c + m. However, the average of

the expected latencies for the two types of positive trials is indepen-

dent of g and eq11als 1. 5dc + m. Thus, this model predicts that the
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average of the slopes for the two positive curves should be three-fourths

the slope of the negative curve.

Subjects may be self-terminating in both memory and the display.

In this case, the average of the expected latencies for the two positive

trial types is dc + .5c + m. The proportion g again is a factor in

the expected latencies for each of the two types of positive trials, its

effect depending on the order in which comparisons are made. If items

in the display are successively compared with those in the memory set,

then left-critical latencies have an expected value of dc + (l-p)c + m

and right-critical an expected value of dc + pc + m. If memory items

are successively compared with the display, then the left-critical and

right-critical expected latencies are (1.5~p)cd + 5c + m and

(.5+p)cd + .50 + m, respectively. These two variations of the self

terminating model are virtually indistinguishable from the first model

described above when p; .5.

Exhaustive processing in both memory and the display is the final

assumption to be considered. In this case, positive and negative trials

have the same expected latencies, 2cd + m. While this and the other

three models were formulated as serial processes, identical predictions

could be obtained from parallel models, In that case, of course, c

would not represent the mean processing time per item, but some function

of the rate parameter in the parallel model.

All of the above models are based on the assumption that the dura

tions of both encOding and response selection are independent of display

size. Two ways of modifying this assumption with respect to encoding

will be considered here. First, let b represent the encoding time
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per item and assume that the display is serially encoded before any com

parisons are made. This assumption can be incorporated into the above

models simply by adding the quantity bd to all of the expected latencies.

An alternative modification is to assume that an item is not encoded

until the subject is ready to compare it with a member of the memory set.

For instance, in the first model above, this would mean that each display

item in turn is encoded and then compared with both memory letters. For

the second model, the assumption implies that each letter is encoded and

compared with one of the memory items; then, if necessary, the comparison

process (but not the encoding process) is repeated with the other memory

letter. For each of the four assumptions concerning comparisons, the

expected latencies under this and the other two encoding assumptions are

given in Table 4. It can be seen in this table that models in groups

Band C reduce to those in group A when b = O. Moreover, in those cases

where comparison is assumed to be exhaustive in the display, encoding

assumptions Band C generate the same models.

~TOOD

Subjects. The subjects for this study were six female Stanford

undergraduates. As in Experiment I, they all had normal (corrected)

vision, none wore contact lenses, and they were each paid $1.75 for each

of the nine sessions.

Apparatus. The apparatus used here was the same as that used in

Experiment I, with one modification. A fourth key was added to the re

sponse panel. The position of the new key is shown in Figure 5.
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Table 4

Expected Negative and Average Positive Latencies
for Each Combination of Encoding and Comparison Assumptions

(upper entry in each pair is expected negative)

Comparison

1 2 3 4

Exhaustive in Self-terminating Self-terminating Exhaustive ill
memory, self- in memory, in both memory both memory
terminating in exhaustive in and display and display
display display

Duration 2cd+m 2cd+m 2cd+m 2cd+m

A independent
of display cd+(c+m) 1.5cd+m cd+(.5c+m) 2cd+m
size

.

(b+2c)d+m (b+2c)d+m (b+2c)d+m (b+2c )d+mbD Completed
Q

.r< before any .

'" B
0 comparisons (b+c)d+(c+m) (b+1.5c)d+m (b+c) d+(.5c+m) (b+2c)d+m
"Q begin (b > 0)

1"1

Each item (b+2c)d+m ( b+2c)d+m (b+2c)d+ffi (b+2c)d+m
encoded when

C ready for (.5b+c)d+(.5b+c+m) (b+1.5c)d+m
. ( •75b+c) d+( .·-5c (b+2c)d+m

comparison +25b+m)
(b > 0)



Response Ponel

Figure 5. Arrangement of Response Keys for Experiment II.
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Procedure. Each trial in this study consisted of the same sequence

of events as in Experiment :I.~ Hoyever, in this study, each trial had

three possible outcomeS. One-third of the trials werE;; left-critical,

one-third were right-critical, and on the remaining third, neither bina

view letter appeared in the display.' These latter trials will be referred

to as "negative" trials. On negative trials, the correct response was

made by hitting the additional key on the response panel. The displays

were the same ones used in E;x:periment I.

Instead of turning on a green light for correct and a red for error,

feedback was given by turning on a light in the upper left of the display

panel for left-critical, one in the upper right for right-critical, and

one directly above the circular aperture for negative trials. All three

of these lights were ,green. As in the previous study, the subject re

ceiveda white light if she did.not respond within the 2-sec response

interval. As in the previous study, each session consisted of ten warmup

trials .followed by 240 data trials. Subjects received a short break

half way through the session. Again it was emphasized at the beginning

of each session the subjeGts should respond as fast as possible while

making as few errors as possible.

RESULTS

The data of basic interest in this study are the mean correct laten

cies for each of the three responses as a function of display size. The

individual subject means were computed for successive pairs of sessions,

e;x:cluding the practice session. These means were then averaged across

subjects and are plotted in Figure 6. It was again decided that the
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last six sessions were relatively free of practice effects, so all further

analyses include only those sess~ons.

Curves for ind~vidual subjects are shown in Figure 7 and averages

over all subjects in Figur~ 8, along with serial position curves for pos

itive trials. The average over subjects of the variance associated with

each point in Figure 7 is given in Table 5. It is clear from Figure 7

that for all subjects but No.3, the two positive curves have about the

same slope, while the negative curve is steeper than either of the other

two. ijowever, it is also clear that a number of the individual curves

are distinctly nonlinear. The serial position curves appear to be guite

s~milar to those from the previous study.

The error rates in this study were guite a bit higher than those in

the forced-choice task. A summary of the error data is given in Table 6.

The most notable finding here is that when subjects make an error on pos

itive trials, they are much more likely to hit the negative key than the

other positive. This is particularly true for the larger display sizes.

These "false negatives" suggest that subjects may, on some trials, make

a negative response before processing all items in the display. This

could account for the slight negative acceleration in the curves pre

sented above.

Despite the departures from linearity in the data, best-fitting

linear functions were found for all curves in Figure 7 plus the subject

averages in Figure 8. For each curve, the slope, intercept, and percent

age Of variance accounted for by linearity are given in Table 7. It can

be seen from these fits that release slopes are consistently smaller than
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Table 5

The Average of the Individ~al Variances (in tho~sands)

for Each Display Size and Type of Trial
(Exp. II)

Display Size

1 2 3 4 5

left-critical 17.4 27.9 47.9 53·7 64.4

terminal right-critical 11.7 18·9 38.1 45.0 60·7

negative 10.8 21. 9 I 31.2 33·7 36.3

left-critical 9.4 13·9 I 21.2 24.2 27·0

release right-critical 5.5 10.2 20.6 20.0 31.1
.

6.9 24.3 24.5 27.6negative 13·7
i
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Table 6

Individual Proportions of Incorrect Responses
for Left-Critical (L), Right-Critical (R),

and Negative (N) Trials

Trial
SUbject Type Response Display Size

.

1 2 3 4 5

R .000 .000 .011 .021 ,031
L N ,011 ,085 ,064 .073 .064

L ,021 .032 .043 .021 ,021
1 R N ,021 .053 .021 .063 .064

L .000 .022 .000 .022 .125
N R .000 .000 .000 .011 .031

. R ,011 .000 .023 .011 .060
L N .011 .043 .034 .079 .096

L .000 .011 ,011 .023 .023
2 R N .022 ,011 .056 .069 .102

L .000 .000 .021 .035 .060
N R .000 .000 .021 .023 .108

. . R .000 .000 .023 .024 ,035
L N .012 ,023 .011 .047 .047

L .011 .034 .000 .045 .035
3 R N ,011 .057 .079 .112 .129

L .000 .000 .000 .037 .011
N R .000 ,000 .000 .012 .045

R .000 .022 .000 .011 .032
L N ,000 ,022 .031 .085 .151

L .000 .000 .000 .011 .032
4 R N .000 .052 .032 .095 .138

L ,000 .000 .000 .021 .021
N R .000 .000 .000 i .011 .042

R .000 .000 .011 ! .021 .000
L N .000 .000 .032 , ,085 .168

L .000 .000 .010
I

.021 .042
5 R N .010 .010 .000 .135 ,063

L ,010 .000 .000 I .021 .000
N R .000 ,000 .021 .042 .021

R .000 ,011 .000 .010 .021
L N .011 .011 .031 .031 .074

L .000 ,032 ,010 .011 .011
6 R N .000 ,021 .031 .043 .096

L .000 .000 .000 .010 .011
N R .000 .011 .000 .000 .021

.. R .002 .005 ,011 .016 .029
L N .007 .031 .034 .067 .102

L ,005 .01(J .013 .022 .027
Averages R N .011 .034 .036 .086 .098

L .002 .004 .004 .024 .03(J
N R ,000 ,002 .007 .016 .043

,
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Table 7

Slopes (s), Intercepts (i), and Percent of Variance (~)
Accounted for by Best-Fitting Linear Functions

(Exp. II)

Terminal Release

left- right- left- right-
critical critical negative critical critical negative

s: 75.1 66·9 137·7 75.8 65.5 139·0

1 i 530 498 517 468 423 451

~ 93·5 98·1 97 .0 94. 4 98.0 97 ·7

s 71.3 60.6 90.4 47·7 47.3 68.8

2 i 677 769 686 501 513 491

~ 96.4 92.8 97 ·7 96.0 96.0 98.7

s 42.6 64.3 74.2 30.8 44.7 57. 2

3 i 568 573 579 400 400 402
UJ

~ 98.8 99.6 97 .4 94.3 98.5+' 99·3
"(l).,..,

83·7 82.0 160.8 41. 3 46.0.0 s 52·3
65

4 i 560 576 578 377 361 400

~ 94.8 96.6 97 .2 97·5 97 .0 97.4

s 78.4 89· 3 128·3 49·4 61.6 84.7

5 i 657 607 577 483 470 470

. ~ 85.5 99·6 98.2 89.4 95·7 96.9

s 56.0 57·9 86.6 45·9 45.1 67. 2

6 i 575 553 591 420 402 426

~ 98.8 93·3 100 99.3 96·7 99·3

s 67·8 70.2 113.1 48.6 51.8 78.3

Averages i 595 596 588 441 428 440

~ 96.1 98.0 99.3 96.0 97 .8 99·5
I
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the corresponding terminal slopes. Only for Subject 1 are release and

terminal slopes the same.

DISCUSSION

The high error rates obtained in this study complicate the inter

pretation of the data, but the problem can be circumvented to some extent.

It is only at the two largest display sizes that the error rates are too

high to warrant the assumption that guessing did not affect the mean la

tencies. By basing the slope estimates on the three smallest display

sizes, perhaps a more accurate determination of the underlying processes

can be made. These revised slopecestimates are 121.8, 91.3, and 89.5 ms

for negative, left-critical and right-critical terminal curves, respec

tively. For release curves, the slopes are 78.4, 63.7, and 65.3 ms. As

can be seen, eliminating the last two points on each curve effects little

change in the negative slopes, but results in substantial increases in

the positive slopes.

Five of the models in Table 4 predict that the average positive

slope will either equal or be half of the negative slope. A one-tailed

t-test shows that the average positive slope is significantly less than

the negative slope (p < .05), while a second test shows it to be signif

icantly greater than half the negative slope (p < .005). Of the five

models that can predict the observed slopes, two of them can be eliminated

on the basis of the estimated values of their parameters. Estimates for

b ,and c were obtained from the negative and average positive slopes.

In the model which appears in cells B2 and C2 of Table 4, the estimated

value of b is -3.8 ms. Setting b equal to zero reduces this model



tb,that given in A2. For Model C3, the estimated value of c is vir

tually zero (1.9 ms). As discussed earlier, evidence from other sources

strongly indicates that the total comparison time does show a substantial

increase with display size. The models remaining in consideration are

A2, Bl and B3. For Model A2, the estimated value of c is 60.6 ms; for

both Bl and B3, b is estimated to be 59.0 ms and c is 31.4 ms.

Using the above parameter estimates, Models Bl and B3 both predict

that the average of the positive terminal intercepts should be 28 ms

greater than the negative intercept, while Model A2 predicts that the

negative intercept should equal the positive average. Based on the three

smallest display sizes, the observed intercepts are 571 for negative

trials, 552 for left-critical, and 559 for right-critical trials. These

results tend to favor Model A2. It should be mentioned, however, that

all of the models incorporate the rather strong assumptions that m has

the same value for all curves. It is a fairly common finding in both

memory and visual search data that the negative intercepts are higher

than positive (e.g., Sternberg, 1966; Atkinson, Holmgren, and Juola,

1969) .

Another piece of evidence which discriminates among the models is

the divergence of the two positive curves for Subject 3. Since exhaus

tive processing in memory is assumed in Model Bl, it predicts no difference

between the two positive slopes. The version of Model B3 in which display

items are successively compared with the memory set can predict only a

difference in the intercepts of the two positive curves. Models A2 and

the remaining version of B3 can predict a difference in the two positive

slopes. In Model B3 the maximum possible value of the right-critical
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slope is 1.5c, while for A2 the maximum value is 2c, the same as the

slope of the negative curve. Based on the three lowest display sizes,

the right-critical slope for Subject 3 is actually greater than the nega

tive slope, the values being 71.9 ms for right-critical, and 57.2 ms for

negative. This lends additional support to Model A2. Again, however,

this support is qualified in that only one of six subjects showed any

appreciable difference between the two positive slopes. Of course, there

is no particular reason why the two slopes should differ in this study.

The two types of trials were equally likely, so there was no advantage

to be gained by having a value of R other than .5.

If it is assumed that the values of band c in this study are

the same as in the forced-choice task, the average slope of the two

forced-choice curves provides information about the way in which infor

mation was processed in that task. The average terminal slope was 54.1

ms, which is less than half the 121.8 ms slope of the negative curve in

this study. In the forced-choice task, subjects always have enough

information to respond correctly after comparing one of the memory items

with the display. Under the assumption that subjects always respond

after comparing the first memory item with the display, the average

expected latency in the forced-choice task is cd + m for Model A2,

while it is (b+.5c)d + .5c + m for both Bl and B3. Using the above

parameter estimates, the predicted forced-choice slopes are 60.6 ms for

Model A2, and 74.7 ms for Bl and B3. Again, Model A2 gives the best

prediction.

The serial position curves in this study provide the greatest prob

lem for Model A2. The left-critical curves show an even more distinct
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left-to-right increase than in the previous study. Yet since the model

assumes exhaustive processing in the display, the curves are predicted

to be flat. While the compatability hypothesis discussed above can be

used to explain the serial position curves, the assumption of self

termination in the display seems a much more straightforward explanation.

However, can this assumption alone account for the observed curves?

Model Bl assumes that processing is self-terminating in the display, but

it also assumes that when one member of the memory set is compared with

a display item, the other member is compared with that same item immed

iately afterwards. Therefore, the model predicts that both sets of

serial position curves should show the same trend. In order to handle

the observed data using this model, the compatability hypothesis would

again have to be invoked. Likewise, while Model B3 can account for the

general trends in the observed curves, the predicted slope of the left

critical curves can be at most c ms. Since the observed average slope

is 87.5 ms while the estimated value of c is 31.4 ms, this model too

requires use of the compatability hypothesis. Indeed, it can be shown

that none of the models in Table 4 will fit the serial position curves

without some assumption similar to the compatability hypothesis.

Assuming the compatability hypothesis is true, then the duration of

response selection might be a function of display size for positive trials

but should be independent of display size on negative trials. Thus the

slope of the latency function for negative trials still provides a good

estimate of the processing rate. However, the possible effect of com

patability on positive slopes qualifies any inferences concerning self

termination that are drawn from the relation between negative and positive
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slopes. In the models cons~dered above, the average of the positive

slopes can be no less than half the slope of the negative curve. This

is also true of the average forced-choice slope if one assumes that the

process~ng rates are the same ~n both stUdies. The m~nimum value can be

obtained only if compatability is not causing an increase in the average

slope. Since it was found that., the average forced-choice slope is about

half the slope of the negative curve in th~s study, there ~s some indica

t~on that compatability is not a factor ~n the average slopes.

The above discussion has been based solely on terminal response data.

Wh~le the trends in release data generally match those in terminal curves,

the slopes of the functions are lower. It is felt here that the term~nal

slopes provide the more accurate estimate of the underlying processing

rates. The likel~hood of premature releases on some proportion of the

trials casts doubt on the validity of release slopes as measures of pro

cessing rates. One could argue that the release data is preferable since

it should show less contamination from compatability effects. However,

if the differences between release and terminal slopes were caused by

compatability effects rather than premature releases, the ratio of the

ave'rage positive slope to the negative slope should be greater for

terminal data than for release data. The prediction is reversed if pre

mature releases are the cause of the differences. The observed ratios

are .74 for terminal and .81 for release, suggesting again that compata

bility is not a factor in the positive slopes.

In summary, the fit of Model A2 to the data ~n these first two

studies lends support to the following set of conclusions:

1. Encoding time is independent of d~splay s~ze.



2. Comparisons have an average duration of about 60 ms per item.

3· In the three-choice task, one of the two memory items is com-

pared exhaustively with those in the display, the second letter

being compared only if the first did not match a display item.

4. Only one memory letter is compared with the display in the

forced-choice task.

If these conclusions are accepted as fact, there remains a basic question:

Why does the forced-choice task produce an average comparison rate twice

that of the yes-no task? Even though subjects appear to compare only

one memory item with the display, it must be that the other item is not

completely ignored. If it were, then there would be no distinction be

tween yes-no and forced-choice, hence the comparison rates should be

equivalent.

In informal interviews at the completion of the first study, some

of the subjects reported that they would look for one of the memory items

in the display, then "doublecheck" to assure themselves that the other

item was present if no match was obtained with the first. Yet since

subjects were instructed to respond as fast as possible, it is likely

that after some experience with this procedure, they would begin respond

ing before doublechecking. The point of these observations is that

although subjects may have been responding after comparing only one

memory item with the display, they were still making use of the other

item. The basic question then becomes: Why do two searches through a

display slow the rate at which either search is made?

One possible answer to the above question is that the output of the

encoding process may depend on the information in memory. For instance,
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assume that each memory item is stored as a feature list and that the

comparison process involves the testing of the features in these lists

against features extracted from the items in the display. Now let the

encoding mechanism act as a filter, outputting only those features in

display items which are members of at least one of the memory item fea

ture lists. It would then be the case that the average number of features

extracted by the encoding process from each display item would increase

as the number of items in memory increased. Whether or not this increase

in the length of the display feature lists would cause an increase in the

comparison time per item depends on the way in which the memory and dis

play feature lists are compared. In general, if the feature lists are

unordered, then some sort of search process is required to determine

whether a particular feature of a memory item is contained in the feature

list extracted from a given display item. Thus, just as the total pro

cessing time increases as the number of letters in the display is in

creased, so will the comparison time per item increase as each of the

display feature lists become longer.

If the encoding process is characterized in the above way, it is

necessary to assume that no consonant has a feature list that is a sub

set of the feature list for some other consonant. An example should

show why this assumption is required. If the feature list for the

letter P were a subset of the list for R, .then when the memory item was

P, the output of the encoding process when applied to an R in the display

would be the same as the output for a P. Thus error-free performance

is possible only when no feature list is a subset of any other.
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It is possible to derive specific models of the visual search pro

cess from the ideas discussed here, but this requires setting forth

assumptions both about the way display feature lists are searched and

about the expected number of features any two consonants have in common.

Even without making any of these assumptions, the above characterization

of the encoding and comparison processes results in some strong predic

tions about memory search data. When response latency is plotted as a

function of the size of the memory set, the resulting curve should show

a distinct departure from linearity due to the increasing comparison

time with increasing size of the memory set. It has often been found

in memory search studies (at least for positive responses) that the

first point on the latency function falls well below the best-fitting

line (e.g., Sternberg, 1966; Chase, 1965). The points beyond the first,

however, generally show fairly good linearity, indicating in terms of

the above discussion that for two or more memory items, the feature

lists extracted from the display have about the same length. This leads

to the prediction that the comparison rate found ih the tasks reported

here should be about the same as the rate obtained in memory search

tasks employing letters as stimuli. Chase (1965) ran a memory search

study using letters and found a mean comparison time of 53 ms per item.

This is quite close to the 61 ms comparison time estimated in the three

choice study.

One of the purposes of these first two studies was to test the

aSi3umption of Estes and Taylor that items in a forced-choice search task

are processed to the point of complete identification. The two studies

reported here strongly indicate that more processing of dii3plaY items
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is done in the forced-choice task than in the yes-no task. Thus, while

not demonstrating that complete identification takes place, these find

ings appear to lend support to the Estes and Taylor assumption. However,

there are at least two reasons why this support is more apparent than

real. First, as mentioned earlier, a basic difference between the first

experiment in this paper and the forced-choice task used by Estes and

Taylor is that they used the same two letters for their memory set

throughout the experiment, while the memory set was changed on every

trial in the studies reported here. One possible consequence of not

changing the memory set may be that subjects adopt a more efficient fil

ter for their encoding mechanism. That is, the complete feature list

for an item may contain more information than is necessary to uniquely

identify the item. After a number of trials with the same two memory

items, subjects may learn to check the display letters for only that

subset of memory letter features necessary for detection of a match.

A second and more important reason for doubting the complete iden

tification hypothesis is that subjects may well be treating the Estes

and Taylor forced-choice procedure as if it were a yes-no task. This

would allow subjects to process items much more rapidly, thereby raising

the probability of their finding the critical element. The use of a yes

no strategy would be observable in forced-choice data only if a subject

tended to look for the same memory item on every trial. In this case,

the subject would probably show a distinct bias for guessing the other

member of the memory set.

It could be argued, of course, that subjects are no more likely to

adopt a yes-no strategy in the Estes and Taylor task than they are in
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the forced-choice task used here. One counter-argument is that the yes

no strategy was not used by subjects here because theY were reluctant to

respond without having seen the critical element in the display. In the

Estes and Taylor task, since the exposure time is kept low enough to in

sure errors, subjects must often respond without detecting a critical

element regardless of which search strategy they use. Since the yes-no

strategy yields the larger proportion of detections, it seems reasonable

that this is the strategy they would choose.
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EXPERIMENT III

Studies by Sperling (1960) and Averbach and Coriell (1961) have

shown that aUditory and visual cues presented during or shortly after

the exposure of a display can increase the probability of correctly re

porting certain subsets of items in the display. In the Sperling task,

the pitch of a tone told the subject which row of the display was to be

reported. The Averbach and Coriell procedure employed a visual marker

above one of the letters in a linear array. The subject was required to

report only the marked letter. Both techniques have been used to study

short-term visual storage, the decline in accuracy with increasing cue

delay being an indicant of the decay rate of the short-term store.

Sperling (1960) was able to show that the effect of his auditory

cue on the order in which items were reported could not by itself account

for the effect of the cue on accuracy. Apparently, the major effect of

the cue was to cause the subject to restrict processing to the cued row

of the visual display. However, there are obvious differences between

the report procedure and a search task where the subject is looking for

at most a small number of items. Can cues such as those used with the

report procedure reduce the amount of processing that must be carried

out in visual search tasks?

In Experiment III, response latencies are measured in a yes-no task

similar to that used by Atkinson, Holmgren, and Juola (1969). The one

difference is that on half of the trials the display contains a marker

above one of the letters. The marker is a vertical line such as that

used by Averbach and Coriell (1961). Subjects are informed at the
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beginning of each trial whether or not a marker will appear in the dis

play. At the beginning of the study, subjects are told that if a display

contains a marker, on positive trials it will appear above the critical

letter. Thus, a subject can obtain all of the information necessary to

respond correctly by simply noting whether or not the marked letter

matches the single item in memory. Although subjects are instructed to

use the marker to reduce their response times, there is nothing to pre.

vent them from ignoring the marker altogether while still maintaining a

low error rate. If the effect of the marker reduces the amount of

processing carried out on the display, then a plot of mean latency against

display size shoUld have a smaller slope for trials with a marker than

for those without.

The extreme results would be for mean latencies on marker trials to

show no increase with display size, suggesting that subjects are able to

completely suppress the comparison of unmarked items with the memory

letter. Any other reSUlt, however, is more ambiguous as an indicant of

the underlying mode of processing, This is because subjects may not al

ways try to use the marker in a display. Only when the results of this

study are combined with those of Experiment IV, in which subjects must

use the marker to avoid errors, is it possible to draw definite conclu

sions about the nature of the search processes subjects employ.

METHOD

Subjects. The subjects for this study were six females obtained

through an ad in the campus paper. All had normal vision and were paid

$1. 75 for each session of the .experiment.
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Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as that used in the previous

two studies. The response panel was the one used in ~xperiment I, while

the display panel was slightly modified. Instead of two binaviews, the

panel contained only one unit centered at the bottom of the panel.

Stimuli. A total of 192 slides were prepared for this study. These

were divided into two equal-sized categories referred to as "marked" and

"unmarked" slides. The set of 96 unmarked slides consisted of the four

display sizes two through five. There were 24 unmarked slides at each

display size. Each of the unmarked slides was of the same type as those

used in the first two experiments, i.e., a set of consonants flanked by

dollar signs. The consonants used for each slide were selected randomly

with the restriction that at each display size, each consonant appeared

at least once in every serial position.

The 96 marked slides were prepared in the same manner as the un

marked slides. However, each slide in this set had a marker above one

of the consonants. This marker, when projected, appeared as a black

vertical line 1/4 in. long directly above one of the letters. There was

a gap of 1/8 in. between the bottom of the line and the top of the letter.

With the exception of five-letter displays, all serial positions of each

display size were marked equally often. For display size five, the

middle position was marked on four instead of five of the slides.

Procedure. Each trial in this study consisted of the following

series of events:

1. 2 .sec after the start of the trial, a consonant appeared for

2.5 sec on the binaview. During this initial 4.5 sec period,
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an orange light was present directly above the circUlar aper

ture if the subsequent display was to contain a marker.

2. Following the offset of the binaview, and while holding down

the center key, the subject initiated the display presentation

by pressing the button held in her left hand.

3. ExactlY·5 sec after pressing the button, the display appeared

for 400 ms and the two latency counters began counting.

4. Half of the subjects responded by hitting the left response key

if the binaview letter appeared in the display (positive re

sponse), and the right key if it did not (negative response).

For the other half of the sUbjects, the response assignments

were reversed.

5. 1.6 sec after the onset of the display, one of three feedback

lights came on for 2 sec. These were the same lights used in

Experiment 1-

The sequence of marker and non-marker trials was random with the re

striction that each session contained equal numbers of the two types.

Each of the ten sessions consisted of eight warmup trials plus 288

data trials. As in the previous experiments, subjects were given a short

break half way through the session. Subjects were instructed at the be

ginning of each session to respond as fast as possible, make as few

errors as possible, and to always notice whether or not a display was

going to contain a marker.

During the last two sessions for each subject, the procedure was

changed slightly. At the beginning of each marker trial, no cue was

given informing the subject that the display would contain a marker.
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This was done in order to determine the extent to which s~bjects' per

formance was a function of prior knowledge concerning the type of display

to be presented on each trial.

The slide to be shown on each trial was selected randomly with the

restriction that in anyone session positive and negative trials occurred

equally often and at el3.ch display size lfor positive non-marker trials,

the critical letter appeared equally often in every serial position.

The removal of the restriction on the number of slide positions to be

searched necessitated the increase in the interval from the start of the

trial to the offset of the binaview.

RESULTS

The functions of basic interest in this study are the mean latencies

of positive and negative correct responses for both marker and no-marker

trials at each display size. These curves are shown in Figure 9 for both

release and terminal responses. The data is averaged over subjects and

shown for each successive pair of days. Recall that for Sessions 9 and

10, no cue informed subjects as to which trial would contain a marker.

As has been found in the previous two studies, there is a relatively

substantial drop in the overall level of the curves between the first

and second pair of sessions; therefore, the first pair of sessions was

eliminated from all further analyses.

For each subject, the relevant data were grouped over Sessions 3

through 8, and are presented in Figure 10. There is an average of 107

observations per point on this figure. For the first three s~bjects in

the figure, the positive response key was on the right. With the
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possible exception of Subject 4, all subjects show some evidence of hav

ing made use of the marker information, i.e., the no-marker curves rise

more rapidly than the marker curves. While the individual curves show

some gross departures from linearity, for no subject to these departures

appear to be systematic.

Figure 11 gives averages over the six subjects and Table 8 the aver

age of the individual variances. It is clear from Figure 11 that the

relation between positive and negative mean latencies for no-marker trials

changes in going from release to terminal data. For release data, the

two curves are virtually parallel, while the negative terminal curve is

distinctly nonlinear and shows a greater increase with display size than

does the positive terminal curve.

Also shown in Figure 11 are three sets.of serial position CUrves.

For positive trials--both marker and no-marker--the average response

latency is plotted for each display size at each of the five possible

serial positions. For negative marker trials, latency is given as a

function of the location of the marker for each display size. While

none of the sets of curves shows any definite trend, it is evident that

there is much less variability in the set of curves for negative trials

than in either of those for positive trials. A~so, comparable curves in

the sets for marker and no-marker Positive trials appear to be quite

similar in shape. The interpretation of these results will be discussed

later.

The error data for each subject were broken down by display size

and type of trial. The set of resulting error percentages is given in

Table 9. The error rates were quite low throughout all conditions, so
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Table 8

The Average of the Individual Variances (in thousands)
for Each Display Size and Type of Trial

(Exp. III)

Display Size

2 3 4 5

pas. 9·8 11.0 12.8 11.8
marker

neg. 16.0 15.1 16.3 22.4
terminal

pas. 11.5 12.0 14.5 19·6
no-marker

neg. 13.6 13.5 20.4 22.2

pas. 6.4 6.8 .. 7·0 6.8
marker

neg. 8.5 10·5 10.2 12.0
release

pas. 5.3 6.4 8.0 12.6
no-marker

neg . 8.4 9.6 14.3 15.5
. , ,,
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Table 9

Individual Error Rates as a Function of
Display Size for all Trial Types

(Exp. III)

Display Size

2 3 4 5

pos. .036 .083 .018 .011
marker neg. .047 .037 .048 .016

1
no- pos. .037 .083 .029 .045
marker neg. .026 .056 .009 .105

pos. .010 .010 .041 .028
marker neg. .018 .035 .043 .018

2
no- pos. .035 .017 .034 .051
marker neg. .009 .030 .020 .040

pos .. .000 .009 .055 .010
marker neg. .010 .009 .019 .009

3
no- pos. .019 .009 .028 .019

"'+' marker neg. .009 .000 .009 .011
"OJ
''-' .028 .049..0 pos. .009 .009
6l marker neg. .048 .018 .009 .000

4
no- pos. .000 .018 .000 .000
marker neg. .009 .009 .037 .053

pos. .069 .050 .021 .028
marker neg. .046 .027 .042 .009

5
no- pos. .053 .045 .033 .084
marker neg. .019 .040 .011 .010

pos. .000 .018 .019 .000
marker neg. .020 .019 .009 .052

6
no- pos. .010 .019 .073 .104
marker neg. .017 .045 .038 .076

pos. .021 .030 .030 .021
marker neg. .031 .024 .028 .017

Averages
no- pos. .026 .032 .033 .050
marker neg. .015 .030 .021 .049

, , ,



it is safe to assume that guessing had no effect on the observed trends

in the latencies. Marker trials show slightly lower error rates than no

marker trials, suggesting again that the markers were not completely

ignored.

Best-fitting linear functions were found for the curves in Figures

10 and 11. The slopes, intercepts and percent. of variance accounted

for by each of the functions are presented in Table 10. The obtained

slopes bear out the above observations concerning Figure 10. With only

one exception, each of the slopes for marker curves is less than the

corresponding no-marker slope. The one reversal occurs with the release

positive trial data from Subject 4. The average negative marker slope

is significantly less than the average negative no-marker slope (t ~ 6.34,

p < .01); the same result holds for the comparison between the positive

marker slope and the slope of the positive no-marker curve (t ~ 2.91,

P < .05). For the marker curves, positive and negative slopes are not

significantly different (t ~ 1.36, p > .20). However, the average no

marker negative slope is significantly greater than the no-marker positive

slope (t ~ 2.79, p < .05). All of the above t-tests were based on the

slopes of the terminal curves.

Not shown in Table 10 are the slopes for the no-cue days. The

slopes of the average terminal curves for the last two days of the study

are 9.9 and 24.4 for positive and negative marker curves, respectively,

and 19.5 and 25.4 for positive and negative no-marke.r curves. Neither

the positive nor negative marker slope is significantly different from

the corresponding no-mark~r slope (t ~ 1.89, t ~ 0.09).
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TaMe 10

Slopea (a), Intercepta (i), and Percent of Variance (%)
Accounted for by Beat-Fitting Linear Functiona

(Exp. III)

Terminal Releaae

marker no-marker marker no-marker

poa. neg. paso neg. poa. neg. poa. neg.
, ,

a 5·0 17. 6 8.4 53·2 -0.6 6.1 12.1 27·9
1 i 504 534 528 438 329 334 307 297

% 46.5 87.8 56.8 95·2 4.2 73·0 96.5 98.3

a 13·7 21.6 18.7 37·8 10·7 16.3 17·5 26.0
2 i 586 643 581 575 400 421 386 401

% 88.1 53.5 90.0 93·9 92·5 81.9 93.8 99.8

a 12.8 15. 2 26·9 33.8 9.8 14.3 24.3 35.0
3 i 578 567 550 532 447 446 414 402

" % 83.6 99·1 97·4 98.4 61.7 98.2 99·7 98.4+'

"Q)
.r;<

22.6 16.9 24.3 41. 9 12·7 6.8 9·6 13.3.0 a
" 4 i 506 569 504 485 357 395 365 378w

% 92·9 95·1 92.8 85.8 81.7 87·3 92.2 85.4

a 17·6 14.0 40.3 39·4 16.8 19·2 37·6 41.2
5 i 460 537 425 489 387 440 356 397

% 97·5 62.2 95.6 77·1 97·9 89·0 90.6 82.4

a 24.7 48.3 39·5 64.9 16·5 26.2 30.4 31.7
6 i 474 516 469 467 296 319 274 319

% 96.6 97·1 97·7 98·7 61.0 88·9 97·0 95.7

a 16.3 22.4 26.4 44·9 11.0 14.9 22.2 29·1
Ave ragea i 517 561 509 499 369 392 349 366

% 100 96.1 98.5 95·7 96.2 97·4 96.9 95·9



DISCUSSION

There are two somewhat contradictory findings in this study. On

the one hand, the fact that marker slopes are significantly less than

no-marker slopes indicates that subjects made at least some use of the

marker in order to increase their rates of proceSsing. On the other

hand, if the marker is not being ignored, one would expect more similar

ity between the positive marker and negative marker serial position

curves than between those for positive marker and positive no-marker

trials. Yet the latter two sets of curves show a striking similarity,

while the negative marker serial position curves are virtually flat. In

addition, the trends in the positive serial position curves are quite

close to those found in the Atkinson et al study (1969).

The point concerning the serial position curves should be elabor

ated a bit. There are basically two ways in which subjects could use

the marker to increase their processing rates. First, they could search

the display for the marker, comparing only the marked item with the item

in memory. The slope of the latency function for marker trials would

then depend only on the expected time taken to find the marker and not

upon the time necessary to compare the marked item with that in memory.

In this case, the marker serial position curves for both positive and

negative trials should reflect trends in the search for the marker,

while the positive no-marker curves should reflect trends in the search

for the critical item. Thus the two sets of marker serial position

curves should be similar, while neither set would bear any necessary

relation to the no-marker curves.
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As an alternative mode of processing, subjects could search the dis

play for both the critical letter and the marker simultaneously, using

the marker as a signal to terminate processing. In other words, the

marker would serve simply as an aid to self-termination. Of course,

since the marker is present o~ both positive and negative trials, self

termination could take place on every marker trial. This processing

scheme also leads to the expectation that the two sets of marker serial

position curves should be similar, since both sets should reflect the

operation of a self-terminating process.

If subjects were not using the marker, but rather were processing

'marker and no-marker displays in the same manner, then the observed sets

of serial position curves would be precisely what one would expect. For

negative marker trials, there would be no trend in latencies as a func

tion of the location of the marker since the marker is ignored. For

positive marker trials any trends would be the result solely of the

lo~ation of the critical letter, thus the curves should have the same

shape as those for no-marker trials. Thus, while the average trends in

latencies with increasing display size indicate that subjects used the

marker, the serial position curves suggest that the marker was largely

ignored. There are a number of possible explanations for this apparent

contradiction, but further discussion of the problem will be postponed

until the results of the next study have been presented.

Wh~le the significant difference between the two terminal no-marker

slopes could be taken as evidence for self-terminating processing, there

are a number of reasons for not adopting this interpretation of the no

marker data. First, the difference between the two release no-marker



slopes is not significant. The lack of significance could be attributed

to a greater number of premature releases on negative than on positive

no-marker trials. There is, however, no compelling reason why this

should occur. Second, in the Atkinson et al study, where the displays

were identical to the no-marker displays used here, no such slope dif

ference was found. Third, the distinct non-linearity of the negative

no_marker curve suggests that at the large display sizes subjects may be

"doublechecking" before pressing the appropriate key. Finally, this

large slope difference is not observed in the next study.

If doublechecking is the cause of the large slope for the terminal

no-marker negative curve, then why is the corresponding marker curve not

affected in the same way? Inspection of Figure 11 shows that there is

a slight upturn in the terminal marker negative curve. The obvious ex

planation for the lack of a larger doublechecking effect is that on

marker trials subjects simply reprocess the marked item rather than

double checking the whole display.

An examination of the intercepts in Table 10 reveals that with few

exceptions, the intercepts associated with marker curves are greater

than those for no-marker curves. This is not a surprising finding if

one assumes that the effect of the marker is to alter the comparison

process without affecting the other components of the response latency.

For instance, let us examine the two alternative ways of using the marker

mentioned above. First, consider the case where subjects search for the

marker, then compare the marked item with the memory item. Let c be

the expected time for a comparison of a display item with the memory

letter, let c' represent the expected time necessary to determine
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whether or not a marker occurs above a display item and let m be the

expected duration of all other processes (e.g., encoding, response exe

cuting). For a display of size d, the expected .latency on marker trials

will then be c'd + c + m (assuming serial processing and an exhaustive

search for the marker). No-marker trials will have an exPected latency

of cd + m, assuming an exhaustive comparison process. The marker inter

cept will then be c + m, compared to m for no-marker trials. While

the data indicate that the value of m depends on whether trials are

negative or positive, it is assumed that m is independent of the

presence or absence of the marker.

If it is assumed that the marker simply induces self-terminating

processing, then the expected latency is .5(c'+c)d + .5(c'+c) + m on

marker trials and cd +m on no-marker trials. The assumption here is

that on marker trials, subjects check each item for both the critical

letter and the marker, and that this may take longer than checking for

the critica~ letter alone. Again, the marker intercept is larger than

the corresponding no-marker intercept. Note that both this and the pre

viollsmodel predict that the marker curves will be linear. The data

clearly bear out this prediction. Of course, there are a number of

possible variations upon these two simple models, but they are all

similar in their predictions for this study.

Although sUbjects were· instructed to attempt to use the marker, there

was nothing in the design of this study that compelled them to do so. It

is possible that the marker was ignored on some proportion of the marker

trials. For this reason, the data in this study are not sufficient to

discriminate among the various possible hypotheses concerning the exact
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effect of the marker on the mode of processing. In Experiment IV, the

task used here is modified in order to insure that subjects use the

marker information on every marker trial.

As noted earlier, on the last two days of this study, when subjects

were not told which displays contained markers, there were no significant

differences between marker and no-marker slopes. Although these results

are not based upon enough data to be conclusive, they suggest that sub

jects require prior knowledge that a marker will be in a display in order

to use the marker efficiently. In other words, if subjects are not

actively searching for the marker, the marker does not automatically

"draw attention" to the marked item. Thus, the only way subjects could

take advantage of the marker without being told when it will be present

would be to search for it on every trial. However, on no-marker trials

this strategy would require subjects to check every item both for the

marker and the critical item. The alternative strategy would be to

treat every trial as if it were a no-marker trial. Then On each trial,

subjects would search only for the critical item. Of course, the former

strategy would be preferred if one could search for both the marker and

the critical item as fast as for the critical item alone. However, the

lack of significant differences between marker and no-marker slopes

suggests that subjects chose the latter strategy and that therefore the

search rate for critical item plus marker is higher than that for criti

cal item alone.
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EXPERIMENT IV

In this study, one slight revision is made in the task used for Ex

periment III. On half of the negative marker trials, the critical letter

appears among the unmarked items. Thus on marker trials, the correct re

sponse is determined not by the presence or absence of the critical letter

in the display, but by whether or not the marked item is the critical

letter.

Besides requiring subjects to attend to the marker, this task also

serves to determine whether unmarked items are compared with the letter

in memory. If the comparison process is carried out on only the marked

item, then latencies on negative marker trials should not depend on

whether there was a critical letter in the display. Differences between

latencies on those negative marker trials with a eritical letter and

latencies on those without could be caused only by the recognition of

the critical letter when it appears in the display.

METHOD

Subjects. The subjects were six Stanford undergraduates obtained

through an advertisement in the campus paper. As in the previous studies,

they all had normal (corrected) vision and were paid $1.75 per session.

Procedure. The apparatus, stimuli, and sequence of trial events

were identical to those used in Experiment III. The instructions were

altered in that subjects were told that on marker trials their task was

to determine whether or not the marked consonant was the critical letter,

while on no-marker trials they were to determine whether or not the

critical letter appeared anywhere in the display. The selection of the
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critical letter for each trial was changed so that on half of the nega

tive marker trials the critical letter would appear in the display but

the marker would appear over some other letter. The critical letter in

this case was chosen randomly from the set of unmarked display items,

Subjects were informed that each session would contain trials of this

type.

As in the previous study, each of the ten sessions consisted of

eight warmup trials and 288 data trials, with a short break halfway

through the session. However, the light indicating a marker trial was

not eliminated during the last two sessions of this study.

RESULTS

The data from this study has been divided into five basic types of

trials. These are: positive and negative no-marker trials,positive

marker trials, and two types of negative marker trials, referred to as

conflict and no-conflict. A conflict negative trial is one in which

the critical item appears in the display but the marker appears over

some other letter. For no-conflict trials, there is a marker in the

display but no critical letter. Latencies of correct responses for

these five trial types are plotted in Figure 12 as a function of display

size. The data are grouped over subjects and pairs of consecutive days.

The usual drop in latencies is observed between the first two pairs of

days, so subsequent analyses were done on the last eight sessions.

The data for individual subjects is plotted in Figure 13 and the

average over all subjects in Figure 14. The positive marker and the

no-marker curves in Figure 13 each average 138 observations per point,
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while the conflict and no-conflict negative marker curves each average

67 observations per point. The first three subjects are those for whom

the positive response was on the right. Table 11 gives the average over

subjects of the variances associated with each of the points in Figure 13.

Note that for every subject, terminal latencies for conflict negatives

are slower than those for no-conflict negatives. It is also the case

that for every subject, this difference is smaller for release latencies.

As in the previous studies, the best-fitting linear function was

found for each of the curves in Figure 12. The slopes and intercepts of

these functions are given in Table 12, along with the percent of vari

ance in each of the curves accounted for by linear trend. The estimated

slope of the terminal positive marker curve in Figure 12 was found to be

significantly less than the slope of the corresponding no-marker curve

(t = 3.55, p < .05); the same result was obtained when the estimated

slope of the terminal no-conflict negative marker curve was compared

with the terminal negative no-marker curve (t = 3.44, p < .05). For

neither marker nor no-marker terminal curves was the positive slope sig

nificantly different from the matching (no-conflict) negative slope

(t = 0.31, t = 1.70, respectively). Finally, the terminal conflict

negative marker slope was not significantly different from the no-conflict

slope (t = 0.98).

A number of serial position curves are presented in Figure 15. Be

sides showing mean latencies as a function of the location of the marker

for conflict negative trials, they are also given as a function of the

location of the critical letter and the distance between the critical

letter and the marker. In none of the curves for negative trials are



CJ;able 11

The Average of the Individual Variances (in thousands)
for Each Display Size and Type of Trial

(Exp. IV)

Display Size

2 3 4 5

pas. 13.6 12.8 12·5 13·0

cOnflict
neg. 10·9 15·3 15.9 15·9

marker
no-conflict

terminal neg. 15·0 12·5 11.6 17·0

pas. 14·7 14.1 14.5 14.9
no-
marker neg. 13.6 13·3 15·1 21.9

pas. 6.0 7·5 6.3 6.8

conflict
neg. 6·9 8.5 7·5 7. 4

marker
no-conflict

releasl" neg. 8.0 8.5 8.6 12.2

pas. 7·2 7·7 8·7 8.5
no-
marker neg. 9·2 7·7 9·7 11.9
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Table 12

Slopes (s), Intercepts (i), and Percent of Variance (i)
Accounted for by Best-Fitting Linear Functions

(Exp. IV)

Terminal Release

no- na-
marker marker marker marker

CODo nO-COD. con. nO-COD.
pas. neg. neg. pas. 'leg. pas. neg. neg. pas. neg.

s 19·7 25·5 15.3 24.2 44.7 15.6 19·7 11.0 21.6 29·8
1 i 488 561 546 496 467 325 346 379 330 334

i 97·9 79.8 81.9 94.9 95·9 97·4 82.3 83.4 96.0 97·6

s 19·2 14.3 27·7 35.8 48.6 17·9 15.1 27·5 32·9 43.7
2 i 461 598 502 422 474 368 462 400 331 380

i 76.5 61.6 70.8 99.8 93.4 77·3 90.1 85.1 99.6 92.0

s 16.6 10·7 12·7 23.2 25·1 12.1 6.6 6.3 19·5 18·7
3 i 442 528 494 446 459 341 396 399 341 365

CI.l i 94.2 93·7 81.2 98.2 97·8 96.2 87.1 28.7 99.8 95.1+'

"(l)
'ro 11.4 10·3 8.6 19·5 9.8 2.6 5·2 6.1 13·2 0.2,0 s
;:J 4 i 506 553 538 487 541 375 379 377 350 401(I)

i 84.0 96.3 80·7 97·8 67.6 36.0 50.8 30·7 81.7 00.3

s 13·0 17·3 -2·7 21.0 25·1 10.4 20.0 6.6 18.9 21.2
5 i 585 667 696 577 602 414 427 461 397 416

i 86.3 58.2 2.4 98·9 86.1 95·7 88.5 26.0 99·6 99·2

s 4.3 25.8 14.1 5·7 22.3 7·7 20.6 19·5 9;9 23·1
6 i 853 859 883 914 854 620 628 618 660 603

i 23.8 95·2 58.2 20.6 82.5 67.8 95.4 64.3 60.0 91.7

s 14.2 17·4 13·0 21.7 29.4 11.1 14.6 13.1 19.4 22.8
Averages i 555 628 609 556 566 407 439 438 401 416

i 92.8 90.0 91.3 99·4 92.0 94·7 96.5 96.6 99·8 95·5
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there any distinct trends, with the possible exception of a decrease in

the terminal latency on conflict negative trials with increasing separa

tion of the marker and critical letter. The sets of CUrves for positive

trials are similar to those in the previous study.

The error data for this study are given in Table 13. The marker

positive and no-conflict negative error rates are consistently lower

than those for no-marker trials, while the conflict negative rates are

higher than any others at all but the largest display size. However,

all error rate proportions are under .05, justifying the assumption that

guessing is not a significant factor in the observed mean latencies.

DISCUSSION

On the basis of the curves shown in Figure 14, it appears that com

pelling subjects to ,use the marker resulted in no substantial changes in

the processing of either marker or no-marker displays. As shown by the

tests of significance, the relationships among the slopes found here

duplicate those for corresponding curves in the previous experiment,

with the exception that the terminal no-marker slopes are not signifi

cantly different in this study. There is, however, a distinct upturn

at the right end of the terminal negative no-marker curve. The upturn

is much less pronounced on the corresponding release curve. This is

again taken as an indication of Some degree of doublechecking at the

largest display size. Except for the terminal negative curves, the

absolute magnitudes of the slopes in the two studies are also guite

similar. In addition, the slopes for no-marker curves found here are

very close to those found by Atkinson et al (1969). Their slopes were
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Table 13

Individual Error Rates as a Function of
Display Size for all Trial Types

(Exp. IV)

.

Display Size

2 3 4 5

pos. .015 .014 .014 .008
marker con. neg. .000 .050 .015 .015

1 no-con. neg. .000 .019 .000 • .000

no- pos. .007 .008 .016 .066
marker neg. .000 .015 i .007 .031

paso .015 .021 .026 .021
marker con. neg. .081 .024 .064 .015

2 nO-COD. neg. .053 .019 .018 .015

no- pos. .033 .030 .050 .033
marker neg. .007 .014 .051 .030

pos. .000 .021 .015 .016
marker COD. neg. .016 .029 .058 .025

3
nO-CODo neg. .000 .000 .000 .000

.

OJ no- pos. .032 .036 .037 .048
oj.)
<.J marker neg. .007 .000 .015 .025
Q)
'r;> .014 .034 .015 .030,Q pos.
65 marker con. neg. .059 .047 .n6 .105

4 nO-COD. neg. .016 .017 .000 .087

no- pos. .015 .025 .054 .074
marker neg. .035 .041 .059 .120

pos. .014 .000 .021 .027
marker con. neg. .064 .026 .012 .012

5
no-_con. neg. .000 .017 .032 .021

no- pos. .007 .015 .000 .025
marker neg. .020 .021 .022 .015

pos. .007 .022 .022 .026
marker COD" neg. .015 .040 .000 .042

6 nO-COD. neg. .013 .000 .000 .019

no,.. pos. .021 .028 .021 .035
marker neg. .015 .022 .014 .035

pos. .on .019 .019 .021
marker con. neg. .039 .036 .044 .035

Averages no-con. neg. .014 .012 .008 .023

no- pos. .019 .024 .030 .047
marker neg. .014 .019 .028 .043

i ,
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23.8 ms and 26.2 ms for terminal positive and negative trials, respec

tively, as compared to slopes of 21.4 ros and 29.4 ms found in this study.

For release data, their slopes were 18.3 ms and 19.9 ms, while here the

corresponding slopes are 19.4 ms and 22.8 ms.

The serial position data in Experiment III provided little support

for the assumption that the marker had an effect upon the processing of

marker displays. Do the serial position curves in this study follow the

same pattern as those in the previous one? If one looks at those three

sets of curveS in Figure 15 that correspond to the three given in Figure

11, it appears that the sets of curves found here are quite similar to

one another. This is in contrast to the previous study where the set

of curves for negative marker trials showed much less variability than

the other two sets. Without trying to read too much into this pattern

of results, the serial position data in the present study give no indi

cation that the marker was being ignored. More direct evidence support

ing the same conclusion is provided by the error rates on conflict

negative marker trials. Since each failure to process the marker would

lead to an error on one of these trials, the fact that the mean e·rror

rates were all under 5% clearly shows that the marker was rarely ignored.

One point should be clarified with respect to the no-marker serial

position curves. If processing is exhaustive, as indicated by the lack

of significant differences between the slopes of positive and negative

curves, why should the serial position curves be anything but flat?

Both in the studies reported here and in the Atkinson et al study, while

the slopes may not have been significantly d~fferent, the mean negative

slopes have always been found to be slightly larger than the positive.
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This slight difference could be accounted for by the doublechecking hy

pothesis, but it is also likely that subjects ilre not strictly exhaustive

in their processing. The observed serial position curves may well be

the result of a slight tendency towards self-termination, most evident

when the critical item is in the first position on the left.

The important new information provided by this study 90ncerns laten

cies on conflict negative trials. It is clear from Figure 14 that while

the slopes of the conflict negative and no-conflict negative curves are

comparable, mean terminal responses' are slower at every display size for

conflict negatives than for no-conflict negatives. It therefore .must

be the case that on at least some proportion of the marker trials, sub

jects compare items other than the marked letter with the item in memorY.

Moreover, a comparison of release and terminal data shows that the effect

of carrying out these comparisons on unmarked items is largely to in

crease the time between the release and terminal response. The difference

between the overall mean conflict latency and the corresponding no-conflict

mean is 35 ms for the terminal response, compared to only 7 ms for the re

lease response.

The sets. of curves for conflict negative marker trials shown in

Figure 15 shed additional light upon the nature of the search process.

It was noted earlier that mean latencies for conflict negatives show

little change either as a function of the position of the marker or the

position of the critical letter. It is only when plotted as a function

of the distance between the two that there is any trend in the latencies.

On those trials where the marker and critical letter occupy adjacent

positions in the display, terminal latencies are substantially slower



than with greater separation. Note that since the critical letter was

chosen randomly from the set of unmarked display items, the number of

trials on which a given separation occurs decreases with increasing

separation. Therefore a substantial portion of the difference between

terminal conflict and no-conflict negatives is due to those trials on

which the marker and critical letter were adjacent to one another. For

each of the three largest display sizes, one can obtain the mean latency

for those conflict negative trials on which the marker and critical let

ter were not adjacent. The difference between the average of these means

and the average of the no-conflict means for the three largest display

sizes is 23 ms. This compares to a difference of 41 ms when all conflict

negative trials are included in the means for the same three display

sizes. Thus the difference between terminal conflict and no-conflict

curves is cut nearly in half by eliminating those conflict negative trials

on which the critical element is adjacent to the marker.

As mentioned earlier, there are two basic ways in which subjects

might alter their mode of processing in order to take advantage of the

marker. They may search for the marker, then compare the marked item

with the letter in memory, or they may compare each display item with

the memory item and at the same time determine whether the item is

marked, terminating processing upon detection of the marker. Let us

examine these two alternative search processes in the light of the data

presented above.

The conflict negative data clearly show that the strategy involving

a search for the marker is not being used in the way described above.

While subjects may search for the marker before carrying out any
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comparisons, they do not limit their comparisons to the marked item.

What they may be doing, however, is limiting their comparisons to those

items in the vicinity of the marker. Under this hypothesis, the trends

in the terminal separation c~rves (i.e., those curves showing mean latency

as a function of the distance between the marker and critical letter) are

easily explained. Since the critical letter is most often detected when

it is in the vicinity of the marker, terminal latencies should show the

greatest increase for small separations.

The alternative way in which the search Process may be modified is

through use of the marker as a cue to terminate processing. Unlike the

other marker search process, this one implies that marker slopes can be

no less than half the no-marker slopes, thus strong evidence to the con

trary would allow the immediate conclusion that this is not the process

being used by subjects. A few of the marker slopes for individuals are

slightly less than half the corresponding no-marker slopes, but the

evidence is not compelling.

In order to explain how this self-terminating process could give

rise to the observed terminal separation curves, it is necessary to make

some sort of ad hoc assumption; for instance, subjects may have difficulty

determining precisely where in the display the marker occurred. That is,

even though they detect the marker, they may not always be able to ac

curately determine above which item it appeared. Perhaps they are only

able to localize the marker within a small vicinity about its true

location. If the critical item were also in that vicinity, the response

latency would be slowed.
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If the detection of a critical letter in the vicinity of the marker

results in longer terminal latencies, why are release latencies not simi

larly affected? The first answer that comes to mind is that subjects

begin to make a positive response upon detecting both the marker and

critical letter. Only after releasing the center key do they determine

that the critical letter is not under the marker. The necessity of ceas

ing execution of the positive response and making a negative response

instead results in a longer terminal latency. However, if this explana

tion were correct, then the conflict negative release latencies would be

very close to the release latencies for positive marker trials, the reason

being that both types of release would represent the beginning of a

positive response. But it is the no-conflict negative rather than the

positive marker release latencies that are close to the conflict nega

tives. This finding suggests that the conflict negative release repre

sents the beginning of a negative, not a positive response. If this is

the case, then the critical letter must not be compared with the memory

item until after the marked letter has been compared.

Looking again at the two alternative ways in which subjects could

utilize the marker, the release latencies for marker trials are consis

tent with the hypothesis that subjects first locate the marker, then

compare the marked letter with the memory letter. B.Y assuming that sub

jects initiate their response following this comparison, but also continue

processing other items in the vicinity of the marker, the pattern of

results in Experiments III and IV can be accounted for. On the other

hand, the hypothesis that the marker serves simply as a cue to terminate

processing affords no clear way of explaining the marker release latencies.
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If this hypothesis were correct, then on half of the conflict negative

trials subjects would detect the critical element before detecting the

marker. It is hard to see how one can get .around the prediction that on

at least a portion of those trials, subjects would begin to make a posi

tive response. Since positive release latencies are faster than negative

releases, the mean release latencies for conflict negative trials should

be lower than the no-conflict means. Yet for none of the conflict nega

tive means shown in Figures 14 and 15 is this true.

Little has been said up to this point concerning the exact way in

which terminal latencies are affected on cOnflict negative trials. It

is apparent from Figure 14 that the difference between conflict and nO

conflict negative latencies is not constant across display sizes. One

possible reason for this is that when subjects detect the critical item

on conflict negative trials j they reprocess at least a portion of the

display. The extent to which such reprocessing would increase the mean

terminal latency at a given display size would depend upon both the number

of elements reprocessed and the proportion of conflict negative trials on

which the critical item is detected. The number of items reprocessed

would most likely increase with display size, while the number of times

the critical item is detected would probably decrease with increasing

display size. Without developing this idea in any detail, it should be

clear that this reprocessing hypothesis can account for the observed

trends in the conflict negative data.

In summary, the data in Experiments III and IV are most easily eX

plained by assuming that subjects search for the marker at a faster rate

than when searching for the critical letter. Upon locating the marker,



they compare the marked letter with the memory letter. Depending on the

outcome of this comparison, they then initiate either a positive or nega

tive response. Meanwhile, the comparison process is continued with other

letters in the vicinity of the marker. If a negative response has been

initiated and the critical letter is detected in one of these subsequent

comparisons, the negative response is delayed until a portion of the

display has been reprocessed.

One might argue that if the above processing assumptions are correct,

the fact that the marked item is compared with the memory letter before

any other display items provides clear evidence that the comparison pro

cess is serial. However, these assumptions can be easily incorporated

into a parallel processing model such as that outlined by Atkinson et al

(1969). In their model, it is assumed that subjects have a fixed pro

cessing rate and that any number of items may be undergoing processing

at the same time, subject only to the restriction that the rates of

processing for individual items must sum to the fixed total rate. Apply

ing this model to the marker experiments, after the marker has been

located, the "processing energy" is distributed over those letters in

the vicinity of the marker in sUCh a way that the marked item is processed

very rapidly in comparison to other items. Because of this difference

in processing rates, the marked item will usually complete processing

before any of the other letters. There is, however, a small probability

that one of the other items will complete processing first. The slight

difference that does exist between the conflict and no-conflict release

curves could be interpreted as being due to that small number of conflict

negative trials on which the critical letter completes processing before

the marked letter.
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CONCLUSION

While the four studies reported here have already been discussed in

some detail, there are a few remaining points worth mentioning. In con

sidering alternative modes of processing for these search tasks, for the

sake of clarity arguments were often given in terms of serial models.

It should again be emphasized that parallel models could have been used

just as well. The fact that the observed response latency curves were

generally linear indicates not that processing is serial but merely that

items are not processed independently. Fixed-rate parallel models of

the type discussed above can match the predictions of any of the serial

models discussed in this paper. The processing assumptions used to ex

plain the results of these studies are in no way dependent upon whether

processing is serial or parallel.

No reference has been made to attention in any of the discussions

in this paper. There is a definite reason for this. Theories of atten

tion (e.g., Broadbent, 1959; Treisman, 1964) are generally formulated in

terms of the processing of sensory information. While some of the prob

lems considered here could have been stated as questions concerning

attention, the more direct approach was to frame them immediately in

terms of the underlying processing mechanisms. There are, however, ob

vious similarities between some of the hypotheses considered here and

concepts appearing in theories of attention. For instance, the idea

that the encoding process might act as a filter is clearly derived from

the work of Broadbent (1959). This is not to say that the questions

considered here are exactly those asked by investigators of selective
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attention, only that the two sets of questions refer to the same problem-

the way in which incoming information is processed.

Central to the processing schemes used to explain the four studies

in this paper is the assumption that processing continues after selection

of a response. This brings up an obvious but rarely stated point. Dif

ferences in the slopes of latency functions for positive and negative

responses should not be taken as an indication of differences in the

amount of processing carried out for the two types of trials. To say

that slope differences are evidence of self-terminating processing is to

make the implicit assumption that the processing of items in the display

ends at the instant the critical letter is detected. All that can actually

be concluded from such slope differences is that response selection begins

upon detection of the critical item. Thus, the use of the term "self

terminating" is somewhat misleading.

One criticism that can be levied against these studies in that sub

jects were not sufficiently motivated to respond rapidly. Perhaps if

payoffs had been given for fast responding, subjects would have used

quite different search strategies. The problem in using payoffs is that

there is a trade-off between the error rate and the processing rate

(Smith, 1968). A payoff scheme must be chosen that somehow minimizes

the search rate while keeping the error rate low. If the penalty: for

errors is too high, subjects will not maximize their processing rate;

if it is too low, they will make too many errors. In addition, a payoff

scheme" that has the desired effect on one subject's performance will not

necessarily work with other subjects.
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A more direct answer to the above criticism is that for most of the

arguments presented in this paper it does not really matter if subjects

are using the optimal search strategy. It is important only that they

have the same levels of motivation across tasks that are compared with

one another. For instance, one of the more interesting conclusions con

cerning Experiments I and II is that subjects were processing items at

approximately half the rate found in the Atkinson et al yes-no task.

While the forced-choice search rate would have been higher if subjects

had always ignored one of the memory items, the important point is that

failing to ignore a memory letter cut the search rate in half. It may

be the case that with sufficient payoff subjects would have learned to

use the better strategy, but that is largely beside the point.

The studies reported here have produced a number of interesting

findings. A forced-choice task produces much slower processing than a

yes-no task, despite the fact that subjects could convert the forced

choice into a yes-no decision by ignoring one of the memory letters.

When the memory set contains two letters, subjects appear to process the

visual display exhaustively, but to respond before comparing the second

memory item with the display letters if a match was found with the first

memory item. The introduction of a marker into the display enables sub

jects to increase their rate of processing, yet the comparison process

is not restricted to the marked letter. Subjects do use the marker even

when they could ignore it and still be able to respond accurately and

almost as rapidly. The effect of the marker is eliminated when subjects

are not told before a trial is initiated whether or not it will appear
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in a display.. In addition to these findings, the data have suggested

some rather specific conclusions concerning the nature of the search

processes utilized by subjects. It can not be argued that all of these

conclusions have been firmly established, but they do provide a direc

tion for subsequent research.
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